Key innovations we brought to Certified Mail

1

Developed and launched the first Certified Mail “cover
sheet” with Electronic Postage and IMpb tracking, thus
eliminating the PS 3800 and PS 3811 forms.

The cover sheet includes the recipient and return address, Electronic
Postage, and all required USPS IMpb barcodes for sending and
tracking Certified Mail. It eliminates the PS 3800 and PS 3811 forms,
any need to use a postage meter, and visits the Post Office.
The cover sheet is printed on standard paper, then folded and placed
in window envelopes we provide in various sizes, each with a
preprinted green Certified Mail banner along the top edge. The image
can also be printed on 5” x 8.5” sheet labels, then applied to flat
envelopes and Priority Mail boxes. And the image can be printed directly
on envelopes if your color printer supports envelope printing.

2

You receive the USPS Return Receipt (Electronic) the
day after the item is delivered. The PDF includes the
recipient’s address and reference information.

SimpleCertifiedMail.com posts the Return Receipt (Electronic) in the Client’s
account the day after the piece is delivered! No more waiting days for the
return of a Green Card, or waiting for a once a week download from other
service providers. And since many mailers are unable to recognize the
recipient’s name from the signature block or USPS Item Number we add the
full address and reference information in a box at the bottom of the .pdf file.

3

Launched electronic confirmation of
delivery for Certified Mail that doesn’t
require a signature.

The USPS does not provide a PDF of Certified Mail without Return Receipt. To fill the
need our service creates a Proof of Delivery (Electronic) based on the delivery date we
receive from the USPS, along with the Recipient information.

4

Launched automatic refunds for Certified
Mail pieces that are not mailed.

Certified Mail items created with our service that don’t make their way into the mail-stream by the 8th business day
after printing have their Cost of Service refunded automatically, minus a twenty-five-cent transaction fee. Customers
previously had to request their own refunds from the USPS, and most simply didn’t have the time to pursue them.

5

Launched automatic correction of
USPS Delivered status codes.

The USPS sometimes issues a “Delivered” event code when the mail piece was actually returned to the sender. To
correct this, SimpleCertifiedMail.com matches the sending and delivery zip codes, and when necessary changes the
status to “Returned”.

6

Launched Electronic Proof of Acceptance to eliminate
the need for the USPS PS 3800 Form, SCAN Forms,
Manifests, Firm Books and trips to the Post Office.

The Electronic Proof of Acceptance provides an “Acceptance at USPS Origin Sort
Facility”. The Acceptance is the legal equivalent of the red date-stamped
PS 3800 USPS Certified Mail Receipt, proving that the USPS took possession of
the mail piece. The PDF is posted to your account and/or emailed to you within a
few hours of the first USPS scan of the Certified Mail piece.

7

Launched Batch Processing

Batch Processing enables volume mailers to quickly print cover sheets
and labels for dozens, hundreds or thousands of Certified Mail items
from Excel or CSV files. SimpleCertifiedMail.com processes all the
submitted data into a PDF file for printing. Some Mail Service Providers
report the process saves them 85% of their previous time and labor
expense per mailing.

8

Launched REST APIs for Enterprise Customers
seeking direct links to the
SimpleCertifiedMail.com Resources

APIs enable you to fully automate the generation of Certified Mail cover sheets and labels and the downloading of
expense, tracking and delivery information—including Electronic Proof of Acceptance, Electronic Proof of Delivery and
Electronic Return Receipt. The APIs support REST communications protocols.

9

Introduced Print Queue to make workflows more efficient.

Print Queue makes it easy to prepare cover sheets as you work during the day but delay the printing until sometime later.
It’s for clients who find it more efficient to print a day’s worth of cover sheets all at once, rather than one-at-a-time. Print
Queue is also an easy way to send batches of Certified Mail without using Microsoft Excel files.
For more information, visit www.SimpleCertifiedMail.com or contact us at 888-462-1750.
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